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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The teachers college has often "been more concerned
with what the prospective teacher should teach than with
what its own faculty should teach. There is, of course,
a definite relation, hut just what the relation should he
is a matter of question. The courses offered in the teach
ers college must he those that will make the "best teachers
Educators have largely agreed that they should offer mater
ial of three types; studies for the purpose of providing
the general education which a teacher should have, content
courses in a specialized field of interest, and studies
that are professional in that they provide definite help
on how to teach. The present study is a survey of the
mathematics education which selected teachers colleges
are providing prospective elementary school and junior
high school teachers.
It will not he concerned with what particular
theories or methods are recommended to the future teacher
for use in the schoolroom. Such theory depends upon a
vast "body of principles of learning "based upon child need
and social utility, is and prohahly always will he under
dispute, and is determined in the college "by individual
teachers, guided at times hy school policy.
c<
It will "be concerned with any questions of time,
amount, or general subject in mathematics, largely from
the administrative angle. The extent of each of the thre
types of studies offered will be considered, to present
a view of the quantitative aspects of living in the teach
ers college.
The place of mathematics in the schools has under-
gone tremendous readjustment during the past fifteen
years. There has been a decrease in the formal mathema-
tics required for college entrance; a decrease in topics
once regarded as essential to the elementary school arith-
metic. This has most recently been tempered by war-time
needs in the field. Combined with changes in this partic-
ular area are new ideas regarding teacher education. The
instructor in mathematics at a Hew England teachers col-
lege thus finds it highly desirable to know how these
changes both within and without the college have affected
this special field. Are the problems of one school com-
mon to many or indicative of a flaw in the educational
program of a single state? What is common practice in
regard to credit on college level for courses formerly
considered of conceded high school difficulty? Is there
a unity of thought in regard to new-type programs? Does
any common mathematical background for teachers yet appear
in the curriculum? These questions are but examples of
c
the ones to "be answered "by a study of what is happening in
other schools of a similar type. The answers do not prove
that they are the final answers, "but only that the schools
studied are working at common problems from many angles,
some of which will he outstanding, all of which will con-
tribute to a general picture of value.
This picture will involve many issues, the first
distinction "being made between the two levels of teaching,
general elementary and junior high school. There is over-
lapping in these two areas, both as to education and as
to certification. Elementary will here be used to refer
to the general teacher of the entire subject-matter of a
grade from one through eight on the 8-4 plan, with empha-
sis being given to the intermediate grade level. This
definition omits the specialized work of the primary
teacher. Junior high school will be used to refer to the
departmentalized teacher of mathematics in grades seven,
eight, and nine, in the 6-3-3 plan.
The next grouping occurs in the separation of gen-
eral education courses from professional education
courses. The former will be used to refer to material
that is predominantly content for background. The latter
will include those that are predominantly techniques of
teaching. The so-called professionalized subject-matter
course in which the prospective teacher acquires personal

"background and methods of teaching deliberately organized
to work together will "be placed in a third group if it can
"be selected for such treatment from the data giyen. The
academic subject-matter for a specialized teaching field,
as shown usually "by a major, will be in a fourth class.
It is expected that many over-lapping purposes exist, hut
that it will "be possible to classify most courses for
comparison in terms of one major objective.
(
CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The related research studies in this field are
found under several headings. They do not always lend
themselves well to comparison, and are mostly in the per-
iod of the 1930* s. Many individual phases of the topic
in separate schools are of a more recent date "but of a
sketchy character. The material may "be listed -under the
headings of values of mathematics today, mathematics
desirable for the modem teacher, deficiencies in mathem-
atics of students entering college, and mathematics cours-
es offered in teachers colleges.
VALUES OF MATHEMATICS
The Commission on Post-War Plans of the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics issued in 1945 a second
report which was representative of the thinking in their
field. This position was as follows:
In great-grandfather's day, when life was rela-
tively simple, the ability to compute accurately when
dealing with whole numbers, common fractions, deci-
mals and per cent was adequate for the ordinary af-
fairs of life. There are good reasons for believing
that the minimum requirement in mathematics for effec-
tive citizenship is moving upward and that it is
already a big step higher than control of the four
fundamental processes of arithmetic. Functional
competence in mathematics in modern affairs seems
almost as crucial as functional literacy in
t(
t
6o ommun ic at ion • ^
This viewpoint was expanded, "by taking note of the
mathematics of industry and of such nonvocational aspects
as magazines, newspapers, and radio programs.
An increasingly complex science has called for
mathematics to produce it, to make adequate use of it, and
to understand it.
Mathematics makes two chief contributions to the
other sciences: "by developing methods and "by develop-
ing tools. Mathematical methods of thinking are the
molds in which the other sciences are formed; mathem-
atical tools aye the instruments which give science
its precision. 6
Another field of great importance is that of educa-
tion for democratic living. To many people it must take
precedence over all others at the present time. Does
mathematics have any essential role in this phase? The
problems confronting the voter are often of staggering
complexity and importance. Our whole democratic princi-
ple necessitates the ability of all voters to understand
such questions, to have at least a reading knowledge of
the quantitative concepts involved in the national debt,
Commission on Post-War Plans, "The Second Report,"
The Mathematics Teacher
, 38:196, May, 1945.
2H. W. Syer, "Uses of Mathematics by the Other
Sciences," School Science and Mathematics
.
42:884,
December, 1942.
t
taxes, pensions, national insurance, and other topics
into the thousands. Our government may stand or fall on
the quantitative issues of labor and capital. The indi-
vidual must have a mathematical "background that differs
from earlier ideas of being able to add, subtract, multi-
ply, and divide.
The part mathematics should play in a program of
democratic education is determined entirely by what
it can contribute toward increasing the competence of
the individual to assume the privileges and responsi-
bilities of citizenship in a democratic society. 3
A very popular topic with mathematicians for the
past ten years has been "Why study mathematics?" In addi-
tion to those already quoted, one fairly comprehensive
viewpoint may be found as expressed by a Commission of the
Progressive Education Association. 4 They accepted four
categories of educational needs:
1. Personal Living
2. Immediate Personal-Social Relationships
3. Social -Civitf Relationships
4. Economic Relationships
In each field they carefully worked out the place
and need of mathematics, with many concrete illustrations
to prove their points.
°Claude H. Brown, "Function of Mathematics in a Pro
gram of Education for Democratic living," Educational Ad-
ministration and Supervision
,
27:427, September, 1941.
4Commission for Secondary School Curriculum, Math -
ematics in General Education, N. Y. : Appleton-Century, 1940
<
6An excellent development of these "basic principles
was worked out "by Burr to answer the question: To what ex-
tent do the reports provide for the quantitative interpre-
tation needs of the adult as a consumer, as a citizen in a
democracy, and as a cultured "being?
Attitudes and Activities Desirable
1« The adult must recognize and "be able to work with
the quantitative aspects of consumer problems.
2. Is a citizen the adult must recognize the quantita-
tive aspects of social and economie problems and be
able to gather data to prove his point.
3. Both students and adults should experience the joy
of creative work in mathematics.
4. It is helpful to every adult to have an intuitive
feiling with respect to the solution of one-step
algebraic equations, to be able to solve simple
formulas, and to understand the meaning of signed
numbers
.
5. The adult needs to recognize and measure various
geometric figures.
6. The adult must interpret, and sometimes construct,
certain mathematical forms used to present quanti-
tative facts: e.g., tables, maps, and graphs.
7. The cultured citizen needs an appreciation of the
role of mathematics in the development of civili-
zation.
8. The adult needs to solve problem situations.
9. The adult needs to compute with ease.
These foregoing excerpts show what the minimum
amount of mathematics should be for any citizen according
to many authorities. They have been listed to give a
basis for concern with deficiency in mathematics at the
teachers college level. Before the additional requirements
5Harriett e Burr, "Mathematics in General Education,"
California Journal of Secondary Education, 20:395,
November, 1945.
t6 2
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9for a teacher are added, a final attempt to list specific
topics will "be made, taken from the statement of mathema-
tics teachers as a whole. The following essentials for
functional competence as listed by the Commission ofi Post-
war Plans of the National Council of Teachers of Mathema-
tics are regarded "by them as "being a main goal for grades
1-14 in mathematics.
1. Can the pupil operate effectively with whole num-
bers, common fractions, decimals, and per cents?
2. Has he fixed the habit of estimating an answer
before he does the computation and of verifying
the answer afterward?
3. Does he have a clear understanding of ratio?
4. Is he skillful in the use of tables (including
simple interpolation) as, for example: interest
tables, tables of roots and powers, trigonometric
functions, income tax tables, etc.?
5. Does he know how to use rounded numbers?
6. Can he find the square root of a number by table
or by division?
7. Does he know the main guides that one should follow
in collecting and interpreting data; can he use
averages (mean, median, and mode); can he make and
interpret a graph (bar, line, circle, the graph of
a formula, and of a linear equation)?
8. Does he have adequate ideas of point, line, angle,
parallel lines, triangle (right, scalene, isosceles,
and equilateral), parallelogram (including square
and rectangle), trapezoid, circle, regular polygon,
prism, cylinder, cone, and sphere?
9. Can he estimate, read, and construct an angle?
10. Can he use the Pythagorean relationship in a right
triangle?
11. Can he with ruler and compasses construct a circle,
a square, and a rectangle, transfer a line segment
and an angle, copy a triangle, divide a line seg-
ment into more than two equal parts, draw a tangent
to a circle, and draw a geometric figure to scale?
12. Does he know the meaning of a measurement, of a
standard unit, of the largest possible error, of
tolerance, and of the statement, "measurement is an
approximat ion"
?
r<
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13. Can he use certain measuring devices, such as an
ordinary ruler, other rulers (graduated to thirty-
seconds, to tenths of an inch, and to millimeters),
compasses, protractor, graph paper, tape, calipers,
micrometer?
14. Can he make a scale drawing and use a map intelli-
gently—know the various forms employed in showing
what scale is used—and is he able to find the
distance "between two points?
15. Does he understand the meaning of vector, and can
he find the resultant of two forces?
16. Does he know how to use the most important metric
units (meter, centimeter, millimeter, kilometer,
gram, kilogram)?
17 . In measuring length, area, volume, weight, time,
temperature, angle, and speed, can he convert from
one commonly used standard unit to another widely
used standard unit; e.g., does he know the relation
between yard and foot, inch and centimeter, etc.?
18U Can he use letters to represent numbers; i.e.,
does he understand the symbolism of algebra—does
he know the meaning of exponent and coefficient?
19. Does he know the meaning of a formula—can he, for
example, write an arithmetic rule as a formula, and
can he substitute given values in order to find
the value for a required unknown?
20. Does he understand signed numbers, and can he use
them?
21 Does he understand what he is doing when he uses
the axioms to change the form of a formula or when
he finds the value of an unknown in a simple equa-
tion?
22. Does he know from memory certain widely used for-
mulas relating to areas, volumes, and interest, and
to distance, rate, and time.
23. Does he understand the meaning of similar triangles,
and does he know how to use the fact that in similar
triangles the ratios of corresponding sides are
equal?
24. Can he, by means of a scale drawing, develop the
meaning of tangent, sine, and cosine, and can he
use a three-or four-place table of these ratios to
solve a right triangle?
25. Can he solve ^simple verbal problems (in arithmetic,
algebra, geometry, and trigonometry)?
26. Does he have the information useful in personal
affairs, home, and community; e.g., planned spend-
ing, the argument for thrift, understanding
pf IT'
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necessary dealings with a "bank, and keeping an
expense account?
27. Is he mathematically conditioned for satisfactory
adjustment to a first job in business; e.g., has
he a start in understanding the keeping of a simple
account, making change, and the arithmetic that
illustrates the most common problems of communica-
tions, travel, and transportation?
28. Does he have a basis for dealing intelligently
with the main problems of the consumer; e.g., the
cost of borrowing money, insurance to secure ade-
quate protection against the numerous hazards of
life, the wise management of money, and buying with
a given income so as to get good values as regards
both quantity and quality? 6
It is evident from this material that mathematicians
have become very conscious of the need of a special math-
ematics program for the average citizen. They have set up
standards which include the exact arithmetic needs as
found in present adult usage, but which try to go beyond
that into the items that would be valuable for every per-
son if he did know them. Thus many applicational and in-
formational topics derived from a generalized background
are listed. Most of the material could be covered in the
first eight grades as far as basic difficulty is concerned,
but would be built up and enlarged through the junior
college level. It is then the duty of the elementary and
the junior high school teacher to be proficient themselves
in all these various principles and uses, to have an
understanding beyond the essentials, end to know how to
teach these topics well.
Commission on Post-War Plans, op_. cit
. ,
pp. 197-8.
r
MATHEMATICS DESIRABLE FOR THE MODERN TEACHER
12
Besides the basic requirements desirable for any
adult, no matter what his occupation, it is to he expected
that there should "be additional "background valuable to a
teacher, who is placed by parents and children on a higher
standard than the average. Mathematics for her own under-
standing and betterment, for the peculiar duties of a
teacher, and for improved teaching, are obviously required.
A basic Job analysis of teaching7 in 1929 provided
many specific instances of mathematical need but nothing in
the way of showing what other topics might be useful. In
fact this was recognized by Judd and Morton in 1935;
In conclusion, the writers wish to point out that
the study which they have made supplies considerable
information relative to prevailing practices in the
training of teachers of arithmetic but does not indi-
cate which of these practices are desirable and which
are undesirable. What constitutes the ideal program
for training teachers of this subject is not known.
Obviously, those who are charged with the responsi-
bility do not agree on how such a program should be
planned and executed.
There is a great need for research in order that the
merits of various programs may be tested. This re-
search will require much time and all of the skill
which the profession can muster. In the meantime,
it is worthwhile for those who conduct the training
courses to know what others are doing. One should
at least justify to himself any of his practices
which are out of harmony with current tendencies
7W. W. Charters and Douglas Waples, Commonwealth
Teacher-Training Study
, Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1929.
(
in teacher training.
8
In the fall of this same year, however, the Central
State Teachers College of Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, tried to
discover the functional mathematical needs of teachers. 9
Their check list of eighty-two mathematical items, formu-
lated "by experts, was rated "by 428 educators, chiefly
teachers, for frequency of occurrence, difficulty of
learning, and general importance. Although it was recog-
nized that many other items might have been used if the
teachers had "been more familiar with them, at least the
following list shows "basic items to teach, the first fifty
four items having a decile rank of one, two, or three, and
the next fifteen ranks of four to seven in importance or
frequency "by at least one group, with starred items "being
above the median in difficulty.
1. Addition of whole numbers.
2. Subtraction of whole numbers.
3. Multiplication of whole numbers,
4. Division of whole numbers.
5. Addition of common fractions.
8Romie D. Judd and Robert L. Morton, "Current Prac-
tices in Teacher Training Courses in Arithmetic," Tenth
Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935.
pp. 171-2.
9Cleon C. Richtmeyer, "Functional Mathematical
Needs of Teachers," Journal of Experimental Education,
7:396-8, June, 1938.
(
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6. Subtraction of common fractions.
7. Multiplication of common fractions.
8. Division of common fractions.
9. Reduction of fractions.
*10. Comparison of fractions with different denominators.
11. Addition of decimal fractions,
12. Subtraction of decimal fractions.
13. Multiplication of decimal fractions.
14. Division of decimal fractions.
15. Location of decimal point.
16. Changing from common to decimal fractions.
17. Expressing common and decimal fractions as per cents,
*18. Expressing per cents as common fractions.
19. Finding a per cent of a number.
*20. Finding what per cent one number is of another.
21. Weight measure.
22. Linear measure.
*23. Square measure.
24. Volume measure.
25. Measure of time.
*26. Metric system.
27. Temperature measure.
*28. Areas of plane surface.
*29. Use of ratios for comparison.
*30. Solution of problems involving proportion.
*31. Use of proportion in connection with similar
figures.
*32. Averages of like quantities.
*33. Averages of unlike quantities.
34. Use of simple interest.
*35. Making graphs.
36. Interpreting graphs.
*37. Taxes.
*38. Insurance.
*39. Investments.
*40. Budget making.
41. Use of foot ruler.
42. Use of yard stick.
*43. Use of meter stick.
44. Use of tape.
45. How our number system is read.
46. How our number system is written.
*47. Appreciation of the place of quantitative thinling
in our modem life.
*48. A knowledge of the content and uses of the
various branches of mathematics.
*49. Use of mean.
*50. Use of median.
51. Use of percentiles.
c
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*52. Collecting data for problems.
*53. Analyzing data.
54. Drawing conclusions.
*55. Evaluating results.
The following nineteen items were given decile ranks
of four to seven in importance or frequency "by at least
one group. Starred items were rated above the median in
difficulty.
1. Comparison of decimal fractions.
2o Changing from decimal to common fractions.
*3. Expressing per cents as decimal fractions.
*4. Finding a number when a per cent of it is known.
*5. Angle measure.
*6. Volumes of solids.
*7. Tables of powers and roots.
*8. logarithm tables.
*9. Compound interest and annuity tables.
*10. Derivation of formulas.
11. Evaluation of formulas.
*12. Solution of simple linear equations.
*13. Pension systems.
*14. Installment buying.
*15. How our number system is constructed.
*16. Frequency distributions.
*17. Correlation.
*18. Index numbers.
19. Quart iles. 10
The value of such a list would lie in the fact that
it had been checked by teachers for importance, and hence
should be more authoritative than the judgments of others.
It is true that it is probably limited by the fact that
"you use what you know," but it is of great help in plan-
ning a chart which will fundamentally contain all those
basic mathematical items needed by the teacher.
10 Ibid., pp. 397-98.
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It has "been recognized "by many that there must "be
something "beyond elementary level to make teaching meaning-
ful, especially at a time when the meaning theory has
gained such importance in grade arithmetic. Cne states:
There are, I am afraid, some people teaching the
third reader who have never progressed "beyond the
fourth. By this I do not mean at all that it is neces-
sary for a teacher of elementary subjects to "be well
versed in partial differential equations or the oal-
culus of variations in the large, or similar advanced
technical subjects; "but I do think it is essential
that he have a "broad, deep, and clear understanding of
the fundamental concepts underlying elementary
mathemat ic s "
The teacher must have not only a knowledge of the
proper handling of a special situation "but also enough
general principles to enable her to meet other situations.
Transfer of training is now accepted in the sense that it
occurs after generalization. This obvious need on the
part of the teacher was recognized "by the armed forces
during the war. Although their specific duty training was
largely application for the sake of saving time, they much
preferred men with a general mathematical "background, who
could handle new tasks with understanding. This point has
"been "brought out "by Brink:
It has "been remarkable and gratifying that in their
training programs, the Army and Navy have sought
-L±Moses Richardson, "On the Teaching of Elementary
Mathematics," American Mathematical Monthly
.
49:499,
October, 1942.
V(
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mathematics* Not Army mathematics or Navy mathematics,
"but fundamental mathematics. In their outlines of
courses and in their lists of suggested materials of
instruction, the services have very evidently appreci-
ated that a general understanding of principles can
more easily "be applied to special situations than
techniques learned only in connection with special
problems can "be transferred to unfamiliar. 12
Chicago Teachers College in 1941 reported a course
which they had used for two years with results gratifying
to students and faculty.13 It had as prerequisites one and
one-half years of high school algebra and one year of
high school geometry, more than many teachers colleges are
now requiring. Its aims were not to give methods of
teaching but rather the methods, applications, and social
values of mathematics.
To complete this section, the "best current informa-
tion from a large authoritative group again seems to be
found in the Second Report of the Commission on Post-War
Plans, 14 A summary of their recommendations would indicate
12R. W. Brink, "College Mathematics During Recon-
struction," American Mathemat ic al Monthly
.
51:68, Febru-
ary, 1944,
13Ralph Mansfield, "Mathematics for Prospective
Teachers in Elementary Schools," American Mathematical
Monthly
,
48:248-50, April, 1941.
14Commission on Post-War Plans, op. cit., pp. 219-
221.
I
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that for Grades 1-6 they believe the teacher should dem-
onstrate mathematical competence equivalent to the tenth
grade norms in computation and problem solving on a relia-
ble standard test. They should also have special course
work relating to subject matter as well as to the teaching
process in such phases as the following:
a. Theory and background of mathematics.
b. Important applications,
c. Supplementary instructional equipment.
d« Methods of teaching.
e. Student teaching.
f. Procedures for comprehensive evaluation,
g. Research literature.
They recommend similar education for the teachers
of Grades 7-8 except in regard to subject-matter, which
they believe should go beyond the elements of algebra,
geometry, and trigonometry. Grade 9 was included in the
high school field, so that separate items are difficult to
check, but they should include courses in college mathema-
tics, beyond high school topics, with mention also made of
knowledge of foundations of mathematics, history of math-
ematics, measuring instruments, and mathematical recrea-
tions. The mathematics teacher should have a good back-
ground in related fields, adequate training in teaching
mathematics, including arithmetic, professionalized
0
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sub ject-matter courses, experience in practical fields, at
least a minor in mathematics, and opportunity for contin-
uous in-service education. All of these topics are ex-
plained in greater detail in their report as offering
minimum requirements.
DEFICIENCIES IN MATHEMATICS OF STUDENTS ENTERING
TEACHERS COLLEGES
In each individual study made various standards
have been used, but it is reasonable to suppose that these
same people who contributed the information of the pre-
vious section on mathematics desirable for the modem
teacher would on the average have similar standards in
mind for their own students. The following statement by
Breslich of the University of Chicago will serve to set
the stage for others:
There has been a persistent complaint that high
school graduates do not know the fundamentals of math-
ematics and that those who know them are not able to
use them correctly in applications. This criticism
comes from men engaged in business and industry, from
teachers of various school subjects, from teachers of
college mathematics, and recently from men in the Army
and Navy. Moreover, there is ample evidence that the
critism is justified, a large amount having been sup-
plied in studies made by those who teach mathematics. 15
^5E. R. Breslich, "Mastery of the Fundamentals of
High School Mathematics: a Graduation Requirement," School
Science and Mathematics t 45:813, December, 1945.
r*
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A study reported "by Taylor indicated many prospec-
tive elementary teachers at a certain teachers college were
deficient in arithmetic at entrance. In the results from
a test given to 333 freshmen he found such facts as that
36?s> did not know the numbers represented by the digits 2,
3, and 4 in 2304; and 74?& marked $12. * $4.= 3 incorrect,
in most such cases changing the quotient to $3. He came
to the conclusion:
There is much statistical evidence as well as gen-
eral agreement that high school graduates have neither
reasonable skill nor accuracy in the fundamental opera-
tions of arithmetic. That they are ignorant of the
meanings of arithmetical concepts, operations, and
symbols has received less attention, although this
lack of understanding is fully as disastrous to good
teaching as lack of skill, and much more difficult to
remember.
I
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Several interesting studies were made in connection
with 925 freshmen enrolled in the School of Education at
Miami University from 1938-1941. A comprehensive analysis
of their difficulties with computational fractions17 in
the four fundamental processes showed weakness on the part
of 44.5 per cent in addition of fractions, and ranging
from there to 63.5 per cent with errors in subtraction of
fractions. This analysis led to the conclusion that lack
loE. H. Taylor, "Mathematics for a Four Year Course
for the Elementary Schools", School Science and Mathema-
tics
,
38:499-503, May, 1938.
17W. S. Guiler, "Difficulties Encountered by Col-
lege Freshmen in Fractions," Journal of Educational Re-
search
, 39:102-115, October, 1945.
f
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of comprehension of the process involved was the major
difficulty, with the next group of errors due to faulty
computation. Until "basic reasons for such serious incom-
petency could "be discovered and corrected, the author "be-
lieved the college should include correctional programs.
A study made with this same group involving deci-
l ft
mals-1- found deficiencies ranging from 5.7 per cent of the
students with errors in multiplication to 64.4 per cent
with errors in changing mixed numbers to decimals. Place-
ment of the decimal point in division, lack of understand-
ing of procedures, and faulty work in computation accounted
for the low scores as a whole, which led the author to
recommend a college remedial program.
The results of the percentage test with this group19
showed again serious deficiencies, with a mean score of 3.8
out of a possible score of 10. Finding a per cent of a
number caused error for 50.9 per cent, while 75.5 per cent
had trouble with finding a per cent of increase or decrease
of one number on another number. Again lack of understand-
ing of procedure and faulty computation caused many errors
18Walter S. Guiler, "Difficulties Encountered by
College Freshmen in Decimals," Journal of Educational
Research
,
40:1-13, September, 1946
.
19Walter S. Guiler, "Difficulties Encountered in
Percentage by College Freshmen," Journal of Educ ational
Research
,
40:81-95, October, 1946.
f
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At the University of Oregon Kossack2^ found that
high school courses varied so much in recent years that the
college had "been forced to add new courses.
Probably the largest number reported in an investi-
gation came at the "beginning of the war. The following
quotation came originally from a letter to Professor Bred-
void, November 12, 1941, by C. W. Nimitz and F. U. Lake,
of the Navy,
" TA selective examination was given to 4200 entering
freshmen at 27 of the leading universities and colleges
of the United States. That 68 per cent of the men
taking this examination were unable to pass the arith-
metical reasoning test, will certainly cause every
conscientious school teacher and administrator to
pause for question. Tn2l
These instances quoted are but typical examples of
testing programs going on in colleges throughout the coun-
try, and results found. They were included in this study
to give backing to the question of opinion on this topic
used in this survey. There may be a difference of opinion
as to whether this condition is now a little better or a
little worse than formerly, but the testing shows consis-
tently that a serious deficiency exists.
20C. F. Kossaek, "Mathematics Placement at the
University of Oregon," American Mathematical Monthly
.
49:234, April, 1942.
21R. 0. Christofferson and W. A. Wittich, "Navy
Statistics on Mathematics Retention--a Challenge to the
School," School and Society
, 56:502, November 21, 1942.
f
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MATHEMATICS OFFERED IN TEACHERS COLLEGES
There have "been few surveys dealing in any detail
with the courses in mathematics "being offered prospective
teachers. The topic has "been included in some larger
fields or covered as one angle of a problem. Only the
most pertinent are given here.
From a catalog study representing thirty-four
teachers colleges in 1929-30, Class22 discovered that
arithmetic was required "by 68 per cent of them for stu-
dents training for the elementary grades. His survey in-
cluded all other required or elective subjects also.
The National Survey of the Education of Teachers23
approved a study which showed, "by catalog analysis, 1930-
31, that the median number of clock hours given to pro-
fessional courses in arithmetic was 36 to 40, with the
teachers recommending 50 per cent more time. Robinson
found teachers in the field lacking in knowledge of funda-
mental principles of arithmetic. This study was later
reported in detail. 24
22E. C. Class, Prescription and Election in Elemen-
tary-School T e ache r -Training Curricula in State Teachers
colleges , B . Y.: Teachers College, Columb"ia University ,1231
23U.S. Office of Education, "National Survey of the
Education of Teachers," Bui. 1933, Vol. V, No. 10, pp. 474-7
24A. E. Robinson, The Professional Educ at ion of El-
ementary Teachers in the Field of Arithmetic
. I. Y.
:
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1936.
*
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The secondary mathematics study, "by Sueltz, 2 ^ con„
tained some particular items regarding junior high school
teachers. He found them less well prepared than the
senior high school teachers. Only 30 per cent of them
had had four years of college level training before doing
any teaching. The secondary teachers as a whole felt that
their academic courses had "been of the most importance to
them, although they considered the course in teaching
algebra definitely helpful.
Bond presented a detailed analysis of what should
"be taught in the professional arithmetic course. He stu-
died yearbooks of eighty-six institutions, 1930-1951, to
find the mean required clock hours in arithmetic for inter-
mediate grade teachers was 59, He recommended for a four-
year course the following mathematics:
Year 1. Survey Course in Mathematics 108-120 hours
Year 2. Teacher f s Personal Arithmetic 36-40 hours
Year 3. The Professional Treatment of
Arithmetic 144-160 hours
Year 4. Elective Courses in
a. Scientific Studies in
Arithmetic 36-40 hours
b. The Supervision of
Arithmetic 36-40 hours26
25U.S. Office of Education, National Survey of the
Education of Teachers
, op . cit ., pp. 479-80.
26Elias A. Bond, The Professional Treatment of the
Subject Matter of Arithmetic , N . Y.: Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1934.
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The survey "by Taylor led him to recommend that the
four-year course have at least 8 semester hours of arith-
metic, end for those without two years of high school math-
ematics an extra course. His statement follows:
In 1928 I examined the published curriculums of 187
normal schools and teachers colleges in 42 states to
determine the extent and character of the offerings in
arithmetic in those institutions. The study was re-
peated in 1935 for 128 such institutions in 39 states.
The results show that there was a noticeable decrease
from 1928 to 1935 in the number of semester hours of
arithmetic offered, and also in the number of semester
hours required in curriculums for the preparation of
elementary school teachers. In 1935 no arithmetic
whatever was offered in 12.5 per cent of the teacher
training institutions whose curriculums were examined,
and none was required in at least 25 per cent of the
curriculums for the preparation of elementary school
teachers. 27
The report of the investigation by Judd and Morton28
was probably as widely read as that of Robinson, since it
appeared in the Tenth Yearbook of the National Council of
Teachers of i/lathematics . His study of 129 questionnaires
from teachers colleges yielded much information:
a. 84 out of 104 institutions reported a training re-
quirement in arithmetic for certification.
b. 52 out of 103 institutions accepted arithmetic
courses as mathematics toward a degree.
c. Of 101 institutions only 30 had prerequisites
E. H. Taylor, o£„ cit., p. 500.
Judd and Morton, op_. cit
. . p. 170.
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for the course.
The investigations listed have shown that there has
"been an approach to mathematics subject-matter for all, "be-
yond the minimal, social-utility requirements of a few
years ago. There is indicated a decided lack of knowledge
of "both computation and "basic understanding of even el-
ementary arithmetic on the part of college freshmen.
Teachers have a need for comprehension of fundamental
principles beyond that of the average citizen. Several
studies from 1928 to 1935 show less mathematics in teach-
ers colleges than seems desirable • The present study
hopes to point out the direction which this subject now
seems to be taking, twelve years later.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
The purpose of the study, to acquire an accurate
picture of some of the "best practices in mathematics teach-
ing as provided prospective elementary and Junior high
school teachers, was the deciding factor as to sources of
data, types of data, and methods of collection. The
following plan was used with that in mind.
SELECTION OF SCHOOLS
[Ixl the attempt to choose "best practices, first
thought suggested using those states which were leaders in
education. This plan was not followed for statistical
purposes, since the "basic question of what would qualify
a state as "best in teacher education was unanswerable.
Instead an attempt was made to secure information from a
large majority of the states, scattered throughout the
country. In each instance a letter was sent to that mem-
ber of the State Department of Education who was in charge
of the teacher training. If there were no such position,
the letter went to the one in charge of certification of
elementary teachers or to the supervisor of elementary
instruction. ! This person was considered to have the
necessary laiowledge concerning his own state to be able
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to choose an institution which was doing outstanding work
in the field of mathematics for prospective elementary or
junior high school teachers. It was expected that in some
instances this might not he possible, hut that in most
cases some school might have "been doing special research
in the field, organizing a new course, or evaluating work
done, so that the selection would at least show activity.
Other choices might he dictated "by the observation of
actual teaching of graduates of a school. In still other
instances, one school might have an outstanding individual,
with a very high reputation among his colleagues for his
work. In any of the cases, the school recommended would
stand a better than average chance of providing best prac-
tices or new practices in a state.
)_In a few states the course of study of the teachers
college was so centrally controlled that there was little
leeway for being outstanding. At the other end of the
scale were a very few states in which the Department of
Education had little oT nothing to do with training the
teachers./ Most State Departments were willing to recom-
mend a particular institution or a choice of two. This
information provided the basic list, which was added to
or altered for several other reasons. It seemed desirable
to consider chiefly teachers colleges, since the personal
purpose of the author in making the survey would thus best
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"be served. It was also wise to consider chiefly publicly
supported schools, granting a Bachelor's degree, for the
same reason. If there were a teachers college in the state
accredited by the American Association of Teachers Colleges
as being satisfactory to meet their standards, this was
also considered. In some instances where a University had
to be selected, it was checked for being accredited by the
Association of American Universities, even though it
lacked the other accreditization. Schools were selected
also which had fairly large departments in the elementary
and junior high field. ' Two schools were selected from
several states, if their programs seemed varied enough to
warrtnt separate handling, and if they met the other con-
siderations J Figure 1 shows the location of each institu-
tion which cooperated in the study, indicating to what de-
gree they were representative of all parts of the United
States. They are listed for reference in Appendix A.
SOURCES OF DATA
IData was collected from these institutions in two
forms; their latest complete catalog, for 1946-1947, and a
very brief questionnaire
,
given in Appendix B, sent to
the head of the department of mathematics in the teachers
college or school of education. These two sources served to
check on each other for accuracy of interpretation as well


/
as to provide additional material. Information on math-
ematics requirements for state certification was obtained
from the summary oy Woellner and Wood1 , with additions
from the catalogs, and direct letters to many state de-
partments for clarification. Enough material was of
value so that when summarized and compared a fairly rep-
resentative view of leading thought in mathematics was
presented.
R. C. Woellner and M. A. Wood, Requirements for
Certification of Teachers and Administrators , 11th edition
Chicago: university of Illinois Press, 1946-47.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
LIMITATIONS OF THE DATA
Satisfactory information for classification was
received from 50 teachers colleges in 40 states. The
states omitted did not provide enough material of some
type to make their study worth while, or did not have
schools of the kind being studied. All sections of the
country were represented "by several institutions. It is
not claimed that the study actually shows the very best
that is "being done in this area, since selection was not
careful enough for that. It is considered that the in-
stitutions chosen are in each instance representative of
or "better than the other teachers colleges of the state,
in mathematics.
Errors have "been checked as far as possible by us-
ing the several sources of data mentioned. Catalog
descriptions of course often used undefined terms, but
were not subdivided in the analysis to an extent that this
would become a serious defect. In case a particular
classification or meaning was used in the study, an ex-
planation was given. Thus the picture is a true one,
showing a general overview of organization, courses, and
problems in mathematics of today's teachers colleges 0
r
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MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND AT COLLEGE ENTRANCE
There is probably no field in which the teacher at
one level does not wish that the one preceding had done
tetter work, and had sent ahead better prepared students.
From the studies quoted earlier this was very true of the
mathematics background of many students entering teachers
colleges throughout the United States. Even at a time
when college admission requirements were fairly rigid
there were many deficiencies noted.
The college today has often adopted one of the
doctrines it preaches to elementary teachers, "teach the
child where you find him". It has often accepted students
just because they were high school graduates, regardless
of what particular subject-matter knowledge they had
acquired. To the extent that this was true, the college
naturally must have expected to assume the burden of teach-
ing any background courses necessary to further work, not
already studied by the pupil. This study indicates that
in some states the teachers college is required by law
to accept any high school graduate as a student. Most
schools have standards based on rank or examination. Table
I shows that 58 per cent of the colleges surveyed were
willing to accept any recommended graduate regardless of
his high school mathematics. Although some states had
<4
TABLE I
UNITS OF HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS REQUIRED FOR
ENTRANCE TO TEACHERS COLLEGE
High school mathematics Number of Per cent of
in units of one year colleges colleges
No requirements 29 58
1 unit— any type 8 16
1 unit of algebra 2 4
2 units— any type 5 10
2 units—1 algebra- 1 geometry 5 10
2 units—1^ algebra- 1 geometry 1 2
f
a one-year mathematics requirement for high school, it
might range from a ninth grade general mathematics course
of former eighth grade level to a year of "business arith-
metic or a year of algebra. Often a student in changing
high school courses was able to side-step all mathematics.
Only 16 per cent of the schools set the very reasonable
requirement of one year of any type of mathematics, and in
hut 29 per cent of the schools was it requested that the
entering student have some acquaintance with algebra.
Since the average recent seventh and eighth grade tettbook
in mathematics makes use of algebraic symbolism, it might
be taught by the graduates of 37 out of 50 colleges by
people with no understanding of algebra beyond their own
eighth grade knowledge, unless the institution itself
supplied the lack.
It might be true that mathematics in high school
was so popular that most students would by choice have
taken work in this field. Current information is not
available to answer this question, although much has been
done recently to counteract the drop in enrollment of be-
fore the war. The result of their high school study, or
lack of it, was checked, however, by an opinion question.
In response to the query regarding finding entering stu-
dents at college deficient in arithmetic and beginning
algebra, 92 per cent of the heads of departments
I
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of mathematics replied, "Yes". There was certainly wide-
spread agreement on this question. In fact, the answers
were frequently emphasized by the authorities, who found a
statistical answer of "yes" an insufficient means of ex-
pressing their meaning. Thus the answer of "Yes, a great
problem"; "Very much of a problem"; "Very definitely";
"Yes, certainly"; and "Emphatically, yes"; coupled with
the times that the "yes" was heavily underlined, indicated
even more than the numerical count how evident the problem
was.
These authorities were undoubtedly calling upon
experiences with many classes to give their answers, and
would be justified in so doing because of their position
in the school and in the teacher-training field. Addi-
tional evidence was available to most of them, however,
in varied forms. Answers recorded showed that 66 per cent
of the schools studied made a specific attempt to judge
the student's ability in arithmetic. The 28 per cent who
did not make an attempt, and the 6 per cent who omitted
that answer, thus indicating at least the absence of a
very definite program, did not necessarily have excellent
students. Only 8 per cent, or 4 schools felt there was
no serious deficiency in their institution. Of these four
schools, two assumed there was no deficiency but did not
make any specific attempt to judge.
t
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In many colleges provision was made for discovering
differences in high school "background. In Table II is
found the means used for this. A desirable situation was
found in the fact that 86 per cent of the schools had def-
inite programs to assist in understanding and placing the
entering student mathematically. Only 14 per cent either
made no attempt to consider the exact status of the stu-
dent in this field, or indicated a non-positive program
"by omitting the question. Three plans received about equal
use. Some preferred an inventory test, often set up "by
their own department, or a part of a standardized "battery
on "basic subjects . The next group studied the high school
record, to make use of their findings. A third number
had a combination of "both the first two plans, which should
improve guidance in this line. If the high school record
was on file "but not made part of a planned study it was
classed under no provision for discovering differences.
Not recorded statistically was the fact that several of
the schools without mathematical analysis of entering
freshmen added that they were studying the program or were
planning one.
In "brief, today's teachers college tends to accept
students with little required mathematical "background. It
finds a high per cent of deficiency in "basic fundamentals,
"but is doing much individual guidance at entrance.

TABLE II
SPECIFIC PROVISION MADE BY TEACHERS COLLEGES FOR
DISCOVERING- DIFFERENCES IN HIGH SCHOOL
MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
Types of Number of Per cent of
analysis Colleges Colleges
a. None 5 10
h. Inventory test 13 26
c. Study of high school record 15 30
a. Both "Id" and "c" 15 30
e
.
Information not available 2 4
*
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COURSES IN MATHEMATICS
The courses given in mathematics showed a decided
change from those of twelve of fifteen years ago. General
"background courses were now found very frequently, to give
a "better understanding of basic principles, a new view of
arithmetic and the number system, and an overview of use-
ful topics in the whole field of mathematics. Methods
courses were still popular, "but in some instances had "been
cataloged as sub -subjects under more general methods
headings. The tendency observed in many colleges to have
much of the first two years spent on a general education
program for very definite purposes, found mathematics often
included.
The Bachelor *s degree given by various schools to
the future teachers had no one specific title. For this
reason this study was concerned with that Bachelor's degree
which each school offered its prospective elementary and
junior high school teachers, regardless of its particular
name. In each case four years of study were required.
Quarter hours as used by some schools were changed to
semester hours, which were more commonly used, on the
basis of two semester hours being equal to three quarter
hours, as the catalogs indicated. For tabulating purposes
these were listed to the nearest semester hour, with all
numbers being rounded off.
r(
Table III indicates the number of semester hours
required in content mathematics by the 50 selected insti-
tutions. This content was most often placed in the fresh-
man year under the heading of General Mathematics. In a
few instances a course called Teacher's Arithmetic was
similarly classified, if its description indicated that it
was not a methods course. In many of the colleges the
material chosen showed attention to definite objectives
for teachers, with attention to fundamentals, the number
system, the development of number, and other topics to
make up for the deficiency noted in lack of knowledge of
fundamental concepts of mathematics. The extent to which
the overview of academic mathematics was carried depended
upon the entrance requirements in mathematics of the par-
ticular school. Some courses provided much opportunity
for personal, applicational mathematics, but not enough
to satisfy most teachers, as will be shown later. The
mode as a measure gives the most nearly accurate picture
of the amount of content offered, more schools having
three semester hours than any other amount. Schools
having no required content course at all numbered 17, only
three less than the mode. If a course was given at all,
it was most apt to be a three hour one. Courses of vary-
ing hours and lengths were in the minority, and sometimes
indicated use of the quarter hour originally.
i
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TABLE III
HOURS REQUIRED IN CONTENT MATHEMATICS IN 50
TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTIONS
Semester Number of Per cent of
hours colleges colleges
0 17 34
1 0 0
2 3 6
3 19 38
4 5 10
5 3 6
6 3 6
t
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The course in how to teach arithmetic, cataloged
under many titles, was almost all methods in schools
where the content course was offered. In a few instances
it retained the mixture known as professionalized sub-
ject matter, if it were the only course offered, "but
usually was predominantly one or the other. As shown in
Table IV, 22 schools required a three semester hour course
in methods of teaching arithmetic. The next large group,
17, had no requirement in the field, although frequently
offering it as an elective, or including it as part of a
larger course in elementary methods. In the many schools
where a general education program was offered the first
two years, this methods course came in the junior year.
The total number of semester hours required in the
whole field of mathematics, "both general education and
professional, varied from no hours in three schools to
nine hours in one school. No requirement was sometimes
explained "by the fact that it was not the policy of the
school to have any required courses, tut instead to have
area requirements with individual subjects elective.
One department head wrote that the mathematics course was
"elective", "but that everyone took it. Although the
median number of semester hours for this total grouping
was four, the most popular length courses were six hours,
chosen "by 10 schools, and three hours, chosen by 14.

TABLE IV
TOTAX HOURS REQUIRED IN TECHNIQUES OF TEACHING-
ARITHMETIC IN 50 TEACHER
TRAINING- INSTITUTIONS
Semester Number of Per cent of
hours colleges colleges
0 17 34
1 1 2
2 9 18
3 22 44
4 1 2
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This distribution of the total number of hours required
in mathematics is shown by Figure 2, which emphasizes the
degree to which this subject is considered necessary for
all.
Since so many content courses have been added to
the four-year curriculum for teachers, it was considered
valuable to know to what extent they had replaced courses
in teaching techniques, and to what extent both had been
retained. It was found that the per cent requiring a
methods course was the same as that requiring a content
course, 66, although not the same schools necessarily.
Table V, page 46, is used to indicate the prevalence of
both content courses and method courses on the required
list as compared with the use of but one type in an insti-
tution. Of the schools surveyed, 38 per cent prescribed
both types. Only 6 per cent required neither kind.
Elective courses were available of both types if not re-
quired. One of the main reasons for keeping a methods
course elective was to provide several separate courses
for the more exact needs of students. In some cases these
techniques of teaching were offered on three levels; pri-
mary, intermediate, and junior high. The fact that so
many institutions required the same general methods course
of all indicated the expressed feeling that the teacher
must have an understanding of what goes on at all levels.
rc
FIGURE 2
TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED IN MATHEMATICS IN 50
TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTIONS
Semester Number of
hours colleges
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0 * * *
1 *
2 * * * * *
3 * * * * * * * * *
4 * * *
5 * * * * * * * *
6 * * * * * * * *
7 * * *
8 *
9 *
c1
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TABLE V
COLLEGES REQUIRING SPECIFIC MATHEMATICS COURSES
Number of Per cent of
Courses offered colleges colleges
A. Neither content nor
specific methods 3 6
t>. Content course only 14 28
c. Methods course only 14 28
d« Both content course
and methods course 19 38
e« Methods course
(With or without
content course) 33 66
f. Content course
(With or without
methods course) 33 66
(c
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The exact combinations of hours used are given in
Figure 3, from which it is evident that the most popular
grouping was three semester hours of content and the same
amount in a methods course. Running a close second was
the group with three semester hours methods and no content
course required in mathematics. Hours in content tended
to run higher, however, than methods, since the latter
was never ahove three, whereas the former ranged from 2
to 6 semester hours.
No attempt was made to list elective courses ex-
cept to note that even in the elementary field majors and
minors were required often, and urged practically always.
The area major, as shown in the social studies, had little
effect on mathematics, which was usually kept separate
or combined with science in a major-minor grouping. In
the mathematics department the traditional sequential
courses were offered, with the addition in the larger in-
stitutions of electives for Mathematics of Finance and
History of Mathematics. A freshman General Mathematics
course for teachers was ordinarily the terminology used
for the "background of content course previously discussed.
The methods of teaching arithmetic course, if elective,
was usually listed as Education rather than Mathematics,
except in the smaller schools where the departments were
small.
cc
FIGURE 3
NUMBER OF COLLEGES REQUIRING EACH COMBINATION
OF CONTENT AND OF PROFESSIONAL MATHEMATICS
GIVEN IN SEMESTER HOURS
Semester hours Semester hours of methods
of content 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 3 1 3 10 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 4 0 3 12 1 0 0
4 3 0 1 1 0 0 0
5 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
6 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
(Read down and across to find the number of colleges
offering any given combination of hours, e. g. , there
were three colleges requiring a 3 hour content course
and a 2 hour methods course.)
fa*
r
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One purpose in "back of some of the content courses
was reviewing background in a new way. Occasionally the
students were allowed to try an exemption examination.
To a certain extent, then, these courses served to remedy
deficiencies. Table VI shows what other means were in
use. Personal remarks on some questionnaires indicated
dissatisfaction with their present plan and evidences of
continuous change and growth to solve the problem* No
provision was made for remedying deficiencies by 26 per
cent of the colleges, but the other 74 per cent all had
a definite problem in this line, recognized it, and ac-
cepted it as their responsibility to do something about
it. No credit was allowed for the separate course offered
by 22 per cent, but 18 per cent did give credit for such
work, though the course was not accredited towards a
major or a minor in mathematics. Another 18 per cent
tried to handle the question in regular required courses
with special assignments. The courses offered for this
purpose were of all kinds, suited as far as possible to
the needs of the students.
MATHEMATICS FOR THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER
All that has been said of the elementary teacher
applies also to the non-specialized teacher of grades 7-8.
The specialized junior high school mathematics teacher
r(
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TABLE 71
TEACHERS COLLEGE PROVISION FOR REMEDYING DEFICIENCIES
IN ARITHMETIC AND BEGINNING ALGEBRA
Remedial Number of Per cent of
provisions colleges colleges
A. None 13 26
ho Separate course without
credit 11 22
c
.
Individual assignments 9 18
a. Separate course with credit 9 18
e
,
Separate course without credit
and special assignments 5 10
f • Separate course with credit
and special assignments 2 4
g. Separate courses, "both with
and without credit 1 2
(c
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was treated very much like the secondary teacher in most
schools. The first two years of general education were
usually alike for everyone, so that the requirement in
content mathematics still held. Instead of a course in
teaching arithmetic, the junior high school teacher had a
special-methods course in his field to precede his student
teaching. A major or minor in mathematics was needed,
using the regular sequential mathematics. This was most
easily tabulated from state professional certification
requirements, as given in Table VII. The most evident
tendency in junior high school teacher preparation was
to give two years of general education, followed by a
major in mathematics, related subjects, and a special
methods course. Under this program the junior high school
teacher with only a minor had an academic background
through one year of calculus. Thus teachers were provided
for the upper grades who had more academic knowledge to
assist them in teaching the arithmetic, elementary algebra,
intuitive geometry, trigonometry, and graphs of grades
seven, eight, and nine.
ADDITIONAL COURSES DESIRED BY LiATHEMATICS TEACHERS
The deficiencies of entering students in mathema-
tics were recognized by so many that it was not surprising
to find that they wanted additional required work in
i^ston Uriwer**iy
School of Education
library
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TABLE VII
SEMESTER HOURS REQUIRED IN COLLEGE MATHEMATICS 8* FOR
STATE PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION TO TEACH
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS 1'
Semester
hours
Teaching
maj or
Teaching
minor
Teaching subject
as either major
or minor
32-33. . . 1
30-31.
. .
1
28-29. . .
26-27.
. •
24-25.
. .
7 1
22-23.
. .
20-21. . .
18-19. . . 3 1
16-17. . . 2
14-15, . • 2 3 7
12-13.
.
5 4
10-11. . . 3 1
8-9 .. .
6-7 .. . 1
4-5 .. .
2-3
. . .
1
0-1 .. .
Median hours 24 12 15
aTwo units of high school algebra have "been
allowed as a prerequisite.
"Of the 40 states studied, 11 made no specific
requirements for any junior high school subject, accepting
the major and minor of the college attended.
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mathematics. The heads of the departments of mathematics
in 60 per cent of the schools thought additional required
work was necessary. An elective course or a course for
some students was advocated by 10 per cent more, as shown
in Table VIII • Many suggestions were made for this new
material, with practical arithmetic, fundamental mathema-
tics, and applied arithmetic indicating the trend of
thought. Some schools already had begun to put some of
this work in their general mathematics course. Others
offered the courses, but the teachers felt that they
should be elective no longer, since they were often neg-
lected by the very people they were designed to help. It
was evident that the mathematics teachers were not just
asking for more time or more higher mathematics, but
wanted useful material, to meet definite objectives for
teachers, in the many cases where the present background
was too deficient for good teaching. The high school
might eventually take up the problem, as a few suggested,
but right now it needed to be met by the. teachers college.
A start had to be made somewhere to break the cycle of
poor teaching, poor students, and then a new set of poor
teachers.
<<
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TABLE VIII
TEACHERS COLLEGES DESIRING ADDITIONAL COURSES
IN MATHEMATICS
Courses Number of Per cent of
desired colleges colleges
a. No additional course 13 26
h, Required additional
course 30 60
c. Elective or selected
course 5 10
a. Not answered 2 4
((
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study has attempted to give an over-all pic-
ture of the field of mathematics in the four-year elemen-
tary curriculum of the teachers college. On the "basis of
50 selected colleges, with 40 states represented, it is
possible to observe some general tendencies.
SUMMARY
*1. In 58 per cent of the schools surveyed, stu-
dents were admitted without any requirement in high school
mathematics
.
2. Entering students were found deficient in arith-
metic and elementary algebra in 92 per cent of the insti-
tutions.
3. In 66 per cent of the teachers colleges a spe-
cific attempt was being made to judge the prospective
teacher 1 s ability in arithmetic.
4. Special attention was given to studying the
high school background in mathematics of students in
86 per cent of the schools, chiefly through inventory
tests or examining high school records.
5. A general background content course in mathem-
atics was required by 66 per cent of the schools.
(c
i
6. The total number of hours required in mathema-
tics found two widely accepted figures in semester hours,
for 20 per cent it was six hours, and for 28 per cent
three hours, with the median coming at four semester
hours, not in itself a popular length,
7. The inclusion of a general education course in
mathematics designed for the teacher was one of the most
recent and most popular developments,*
8. A methods course in teaching arithmetic was
required "by 66 per cent of the schools.
9. In 74 per cent of the colleges definite provision
was found for handling deficiencies in "basic mathematics,
10. Three ways of handling deficiencies were about
equally used; courses without credit, courses with credit,
and special assignments.
11. State departments of education required a median
of 15 semester hours in mathematics to certify a junior
high school teacher in that subject.
12. Department heads in mathematics at 70 per cent
of the institutions thought additional required or special
courses were necessary to care for deficiencies or meet
objectives.
13. The additional material desired was chiefly
fundamentals of arithmetic, practical and applied arith-
metic, and basic number concepts.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. In spite of what secondary school changes may
have "been made, there is a serious deficiency in elemen-
tary mathematics at college entrance.
2. Many good content courses covering the funda-
mental principles of arithmetic have been added to the
curriculum, a step which should result in more meaningful
teaching in the grades.
3. There should be more effort placed on secondary
guidance, to ensure prospective teachers making a voca-
tional choice early enough to get a well-balanced program
in all subjects
e
4. High schools should consider the student's
entire school career mathematically, to help him choose
the courses he needs in the light of past study, present
knowledge, and future needs.
5. High schools should consider a possible senior
course in applicational arithmetic.
6. Colleges are already doing much to pick up the
mathematics teaching of the student just w&ere he needs
it, but should come to more general agreement as to credit
for degrees.
7. Mathematics requirements for teaching should be
generally adopted.
8. College level courses for teachers need study.
i
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Dhis study has "been too "brief to do more than
suggest certain tendencies in this field. Several topics
have appeared, however, deserving of more attention,
1. Studies of the arithmetic knowledge and under-
standing of high school students, measured at intervals
from entrance to graduation, to determine the effects of
certain mathematical courses, or the lack of them.
2. Larger studies of in-service teachers to find
what mathematical needs are observable from their teaching.
3. Comparison of the new content courses for teach-
ers in various colleges to determine their objectives and
how they are accomplishing them.
4. Studies of the arithmetic skill of students at
entrance to college, on completion of course work, and at
graduation, to determine whether the emphasis on princi-
ples and meaning has decreased the rate of forgetting. \
From this study it would appear that the mathema-
tics departments in teachers colleges are cognizant of their
problems, and are continuously making improvements to
solve them. In the past twelve years they have made many
changes in their offerings, planning courses especially
for the general education and special needs of prospective
teachers. They are still engaged in further reorganiza-
tion.
<«
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APPENDIX A
INSTITUTIONS COOPERATING- IN THIS STUDY
1. Alabama, Florence
State Teachers College
2. Arizona, Flagstaff
Arizona State College
3. Arizona, Tempe
Arizona State Teachers College
4. Arkansas, Arkadelphia
Henderson State Teachers College
5. California, San Diego
San Diego State College
6. Colorado, Greeley
Colorado State College of Education
7. Delaware, Newark
University of Delaware
8. Florida, Gainesville
University of Florida
9. Florida, Tallahassee
Florida State College for Yfomen
10. Georgia, Collegefcoro
Georgia Teachers College
11. Idaho, Lewiston
Idaho State Teachers College
12. Illinois, Carhondale
Southern Illinois Normal University
13. Illinois, Normal
Illinois State University
14. Indiana, Muncie
Ball State Teachers College
15. Indiana, Terre Haute
Indiana State Teachers College
I
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16. Iowa, Cedar Falls
Iowa State Teachers College
17. Iowa, Iowa City
University of Iowa
18. Kentucky, Richmond
Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College
19. Louisiana, Nachitoches
Northwestern State College
20 . Maine , Gorham
Gorham State Teachers College
21. Maryland, Towson
Maryland State Teachers College
22. Massachusetts, Worcester
State Teachers College
23. Michigan, Mt . Pleasant
Central Michigan College of Education
24. Minnesota, Winona
State Teachers College
25. Missouri, Springfield
Southwest Missouri State Teachers College
26. Montana, Dillon
Montana State Normal College
27. Montana, Missoula
University of Montana
28. Nebraska, Kearney
Nebraska State Teachers College
29. Nebraska, Wayne
Nebraska State Teachers College
30. New Hampshire, Durham
University of New Hampshire
31. New Hampshire, Keene
Keene Teachers College
32. New Jersey, Trenton
New Jersey State Teachers College
t
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33. New Mexico, Silver City-
New Mexico State Teachers College
34, New York, Buffalo
State Teachers College
35 « Nevada, Reno
University of Nevada
36. North Dakota, Valley City
State Teachers College
37. Ohio, Oxford
Miami University
38. Oregon, Monmouth
Oregon College of Education
39. Pennsylvania, Millersville
State Teachers College
40. Rhode Island, Providence
Rhode Island Collage of Education
41. South Dakota, Aberdeen
Northern State Teachers College
42. Tennessee, Nashville
George Peaoody College for Teachers
43. Tennessee, Johnson City
East Tennessee State College
44. Texas, Canyon
West Texas State Teachers College
45. Utah, Salt lake City
University of Utah
46. Vermont, Burlington
University of Vermont
47. Vermont, Lyndon Center
State Normal School
48. Washington, Bellingham
Western Washington College of Education

49. Wisconsin, Oshkosh
State Teachers College
50. Wyoming, Laramie
University of Wyoming
<i
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APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
Wr
1. What are the high school mathematics requirements for
entrance to your college?
2. What specific provision, if any, does the college make
for discovering differences in high school mathematical
"background?
List any other
3* What provision is made for remedying the deficiencies
of some students in arithmetic and "beginning algebra?
Separate course required without credit
Separate course required with credit
Special assignments in regular course
List any other
4. Is there a specific attempt made to Judge the pupil's
ability in arithmetic?
5. Does there seem to "be a problem in your college of
deficiency in "basic arithmetic and "beginning algebra?
6. Do you think additional required work in mathematics
is desirable?
7. If your answer to the previous question was "yes", what
type of course do you recommend?
Inventdry test Study of high school record
t4
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